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Abstract
An adaptive fuzzy logic control system was designed for the management of power in smart grid. The system was developed
using BAT algorithm. This paper analyses the approach of adaptive fuzzy logic system accompanied with bat algorithm in
power management of smart grid. The path of carrying information i.e. communication layer between users and the energy
provider in smart grid is analyzed. To achieve this, behavior of bats and its algorithm is studied and compared with vectors in
adaptive fuzzy logic system and applied in power utility side of smart grid. It helps in indicating peak in load and also helps
in prediction of power consumption in users. The offline algorithm is developed, simulated using Matlab 16a and simulation
results are evaluated.
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Introduction

At present power grids are designed to operate as consoli-
dated structure which consists of generation, transmission,
and distribution of electric power. It also supported with
control devices to maintain its stability, reliability and effi-
ciency [1]. The next development in grids must have smart
facilities of communication among the user and energy
provider, real time management of the sources in the grid,
and the algorithmic approach for power management tech-
niques. The two main key differences between normal grid
and smart grid are consumer participation and accommoda-
tion of renewable energy generation and storage. Consumer
participation is must whether the user is involved in either
demand response or distribution energy resource technique.
Demand side management is one of the most important
problems in smart grid research, which aims to match elec-
tricity demand to supply for enhanced energy efficiency and
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demand profile while considering user utility cost and price.
Smart grid is involving the renewable source as plug and play
basis. Smart grid is a large system of systems where each
domain consists of power layer, energy layer, communication
layer and information & technology (IT) enabled layer. Com-
munication and IT layer is emerging topic in smart infras-
tructure. The success of the smart grid mostly depends on
the wide-spread participation of users. The component of
communication is somewhat lacking behind in many such
smart grids. This is the focusing aspects of many researchers
in including this layer in the smart grid [2]. Researchers have
been focusing on peak shift or peak reduction for reducing
the grid deployment and operational cost, as well as on
reducing user or energy provider’s cost. This motivated to
develop a novel meta heuristic algorithm based fuzzy logic
control system for the power management in the smart grid.
Two way energy and information flows in the smart grids
together with the smart devices, bring new perspectives to
energy management and demand response. In this work one
way energy and two way information flow were adopted in
the residential type smart grid as shown in Fig. 1.

Bat Algorithm

As we know, bat has unique abilities such as finding their
food and recognizing different types of insects even in a
complete darkness [4]. The basic principle is echolocation
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Fig. 1 Distributed energy
generation

technique that is by emitting high frequency audio signals
and sensing the intensity and strength of the reflected signal
[5]. Three idealized rules as in Meta heuristic algorithm are
executed by the bat during the short span of its transit.

The rules are given as follows.

i. All bats produce ultrasonic sound and receive the echo
from the obstacles in their path.

ii. Bats fly randomly with velocity at position with a fixed
frequency, varying wavelength and loudness to search
for prey. They can automatically adjust the frequency of
their emitted pulses and adjust the rate of pulse emission

iii. Although the loudness can vary in many ways, it
is assumed that the loudness varies from a positive
maximum to a minimum constant value.

The above rules can be mathematically modeled as follows.
The movement of the real bat is assumed as virtual bat in

this model. Its maximum loudness and minimum loudness
are assumed as Amax and Amin respectively [3]. At any
instant of time its position, velocity, and frequency are
represented as xi, vi and fi respectively. Let fmin and fmax are
its maximum and minimum frequencies of ultrasonic sound.
The instantaneous frequency fi can be written as

fi = fmin + (fmax − fmin) β (1)

Where βε[0, 1] is a random vector with uniform distribu-
tion.

The rate of emission of the sound rε[0,1] which can
adjust depending on the target and it is updated emission
rate can be written as

ri(t + 1) = ri(Ai)(1 − e−γ t) (2)

Where Ai is the loudness of the sound
Similarly the updated position and velocity can be written

as xti and vti respectively.

vti = vt−1
i + (xt−1

i − Xnew)fi (3)

xti = xt−1
i + vti (4)

xnew = xold + £ At

The position of bat depends on current velocity of the
bat, and then the Xnew is its updated position, where £ is a
random number with uniform distribution [-1, 1].

Demand Response SystemModel

Let us consider a demand response system consists of one
energy provider and n number of users (Fig. 1). Every user
has a smart power meter with a built in energy consumption
controller (ECC) [10]. The main role of ECC is to control
usage of power for every user. The intended time cycle
for the system operation is divided into K time slots,
(i.e.) K|κ|where κ is the set of all time slots [6]. This
division is based on the behavior of user and power demand
pattern. The time slots are divided into ON, OFF, and MID
slots. Similarly the energy requirement of N users can be
defined as E (E1,E2....En). The usage of energy for each
user is unpredictable, but somehow the trend during the
three slots can be estimated. However machine learning
and stochastic signal processing technique can be adopted
in each user determine its required demand information.
The normal pattern of user’s power consumption can fed
into appropriate machine learning algorithm to extract the
demand information of the users. In order to provide to
provide required energy of user n is

�n
K∈ kx

k ≥ En (5)

Here xk is power consumption level and En is energy
requirement level for n number of users. In each time slot
the power can be classified into maximum and minimum
value as Mn and mn respectively. Total energy requirement
is whereas this tends to be a problem for energy provider
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to find out demand information of all users. Depending
on Price the loads can be classified into Price inelastic
and elastic loads. Price inelastic loads are loads with fixed
consumption level e.g. Refrigerator which provides energy
for all time. There is no way of adjusting loads. While
elastic load are flexible loads e.g. Charging equipment’s,
AC etc. [9]. Pre-determined time slot and consumption level
can be assigned for this load task, it will be very helpful
in power consumption. In this paper Price elastic loads are
considered.

Utility Function and Cost Function

Utility function serves as intermediate action to participate
in multiple whole sale market, including day ahead, real
time balancing to provide enough energy to meet demand
of N users. In paper [7] each appliance load is calculated
and power for time t is drawn out. For each appliance a ε

Ai of customer i, we denote qi,a(t) ε t of power drawn in 24
hours. The cost are always kept on increasing with respect to
available energy i.e. cost function are strictly convex. Many
researchers are developing algorithms to satisfy the demand
response of the user’s and also to reduce the cost function.

Model Formulation

Let l1, l2. . . .. ln and w1, w2. . . wn represent elements of the
learning vector and their associated weights respectively.
[8]Therefore, we define the vector Lv as learning vector as
follows

Lv = (l1, l2. . . ln;w1,w2. . .wn) (6)

Here w1 to wn are weights associated with learning
vectors l1 to ln. These adaptive vectors tend to adapt with
schedules taking place in system, they are represented as
a1a2. . . ak.. Here depending upon the power usage of user the
vectors adapt to it. Let Â be corresponding adaptive vector
values as follows

Â = fAv1,Av2......Avng (7)

L̄v = fLv1,Lv2......Lvng (8)

Here {Av1, Av2......Avn} and {Lv1, Lv2......Lvn} shows set
of adaptive vectors and its learning vector basis of power
usage.

Applying Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Algorithmwith Bat
Algorithm

Firstly the algorithm captures number of users. Random
vector frequency and vector rate of emission for learning

vectors is assigned to reach their destination. The number
of learning vectors are taken, the frequency rate of emission
and loudness are assigned randomly. With help of these
conditions algorithm is continued, if any missing or
interruption occurs in between then condition is terminated.
Condition is stopped when they are not fulfilled and return
back to initial condition. Then learning vector Lv (6) with
update of velocity and location changes into adaptive vector,
it helps in calculating power usage of each user. These
vectors travel passes through communication layer to every
user using Eqs. 1 and 2. Here minimum and maximum
frequency levels are assigned randomly Energy provider
provides random range of frequency from fmax and fmin.
When vectors reach the user it identifies distance, velocity
and frequency for the vector for communication between
ECC in smart meter and energy provider. This new values
are recorded for further use. The main benefit of going for
this algorithm is the signal finds out the optimized path
of transmitting signals is extracted through this algorithm.
Once vector obtain its new location and velocities then
new path is obtained xnew. By which velocity and location
is updated after it reaches the destination. The updated
velocity is calculated using Eq. 3 and power consumption
(7). These set of vectors which are generated in each
24 hours are helpful for energy provider to predict the
usage rate for future use. xnew is the new path obtained
from adaptive vector. These vectors are further processed
by transmitting randomly xrand. if xrand is lower than rate
of emission then local solution is generated and xbest is
extracted out. If xrand is higher, it is further processed
by flying randomly until xnew is lesser than xrand. The
simplified form is shown in flowchart Fig. 2.

By varying population size and frequency the algorithm
is checked and simulation results are shown in Fig. 3. For
each variation xnew is obtained. When random new solution
is less than or equal to pre-defined Xbest solution then
users consumption level is optimal or else with help these
algorithm over usage indication can be send to the user. This
flow chart was evaluated as algorithm and executed with
simulation code.

Performance Evaluation

In this section the proposed algorithm is simulated and
results are shown in Fig. 3. Here the usage of single user
is evaluated. Power usage (in kW) vs time (in hours) here
schedule of 24 hours is taken from 12 a.m to 12 a.m of
next day are evaluated. In simulation results, power hike is
observed in between 5 to 10 a.m. the path obtained through
this algorithm transmits information to energy provider,
and he transmits information to user about power usage.
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Fig. 2 Flow chart for the
proposed system

To reduce the cost function, the users will also participate
in demand side to get better results. This algorithm helps in
prediction of power usage of every single user .So that user
will also be aware of their power consumption. In order to
save power during peak time the user/energy provider can
take decision to change power source from non-renewable
resource to renewable energy source like solar, wind etc.,
that will help in saving major amount non-renewable resource.
For e.g. between 5–10 am and 4–6pm, if the solar power
panel with battery acts as power source for a user then major
amount of non-renewable resource can be saved.

Conclusion

This paper presented a new approach of adaptive fuzzy
logic system in smart grid using bat algorithm. Here offline
algorithm is generated and applied in Matlab 2016a and
random values of input are given as frequency and emission
rate for vectors and simulation is evaluated as shown in
Fig. 3. By which 24 hours power consumption single user
schedule is listed out. On comparing to other algorithm
these proposed algorithm is helpful in communicating
with the user through smart meter to reduce the power

Fig. 3 Simulated smart grid
power usage in 24 hours of time
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consumption whenever there is peak in power takes place.
The algorithm is designed in way such that adaptive vectors
make use of bat algorithm to find the optimal path of
information flow and also gets communicated to user from
energy provider. Then it starts to analyze day to day power
usage of user and when there is peak in load the indication
is given to user and also helps energy provider in predicting
for every single user demand through this algorithm.
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